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Introduction
Context

Machine learning techniques today

Accenture is managing every year more than

80,000 opportunities and 35,000 contracts
(2016).

Introduction
Grand Challenge

Machine learning techniques today

expectation does not
meet estimation due to the complexity
Unfortunately

and risks of critical contracts. This is, in part, due to the (1) large volume
of projects to assess and control, and (2) the existing non-systematic assessment process.

Introduction
This Work

Machine learning techniques today

personalize and
contextualize (complex) Actions (which
How to

aim at mitigating risks)?

Motivation
Why Semantic Web Technologies

Actions are complex to interpret:
• Meet with John Doe re the role requirements that the team has identified and notify the group when the next
MLR should be scheduled.
• Adjust time and material for delivery center in Chicago

They need more context

Approach
Architecture

Accenture Business Schema:
Accenture objects e.g., employees
information, contracts

Machine learning techniques today

Semantic Uplift: The relational
data and unstructured data used
in the system is converted
explicitly into RDF triples
Alignment leverages both
syntactic keyword searches and
SPARQL queries and it enables us
to interface the enterprise data
with the external linked dataset
via a uniform query engine.
Provenance Store records two
types of data: (1) the source graph
of RDF statements and (2) the
source application or data unit of
the resulting statements.

Accenture Data Lake: Internal
Accenture data e.g., human
resources, financial outcomes,
risk assessment (review meeting
minutes)

Markup: Set of important
complex terms from an action.

Semantic Embedding: Aims at
associating to an entity each of
the complex terms marked up in
the action.
Scoping the large graph resulting
from the embedding is important
in order to avoid an information
overload.

Validation
Application / User Interface (1)
1 : Project (represented as a yellow circle)
selected (the larger the bubble the greater
the target revenue).
2 : Risk scale of the project (the higher the
circle / project the riskier).
3 : Summary of project details with
expected revenue and risk tier.
4 : Functionality for explaining risk tier
prediction.
5 : Functionality for recommending
additional QADs for this particular project.
6 : Functionality for recommending actions
to QAD.
7 : Functionality for explaining the context
of actions to QAD (focus of the paper).
8 : Functionality for agging inconsistencies
in projects (color print).

Validation
Application / User Interface (2)
1 : List of recommended actions
2 : Categories of actions
3 : Action: “Adjust Time and Material for
Delivery”
Center in Chicago" selected by QAD
4 : Breakdown of terms uplifted by our
semantic embedding approach
5 : Contextualization of term: “Time and
Material"
6 : Contextualization of term: “Delivery
Centre in Chicago"
7 : Knowledge context of city
Chicago captured from external sources:
SKOS concept, DBpedia city, wikidata Q515
8 : Knowledge context of person Keith S.
captured from internal enterprise
knowledge graph: Work Force Career Level
Managing Director, Delegates

Validation
Application / User Interface (3)

Delivery Centre in Chicago

Time and Material

Validation
User Evaluation
Focus group study with 20 senior QADs
at Accenture
Directors split among 4 groups depending on their
level of experience with the QAD role: (G1) [0-3)
months, (G2) [3-6) months, (G3) [6,12) months
and (G4) over 12 months of experience.
Tasks: The participants were asked to interact with
the action explanation component of the
Integrated Risk Management tool to select action
to be escalated for execution.
Result (1): 63% of the most experienced directors
identify the task in the initial tool difficult
Result (2): All groups of users were highly satisfied

Conclusion
Lessons Learnt

•

Context Importance: Due to turnover of QAD within the company

•

Context Navigation: The least experienced directors benefit the semantic context the most

•

Context Usability: Some of the users had difficulties navigating the concepts in the graph

•

Context Trust: More explicit description required (through examples)

•

Vocabulary Alignment: OWL / RDF (concept) linking (alignment) process has been performed manually between
our enterprise context and external vocabularies

Conclusion

Challenge: Understanding complex and sometimes generic and broad actions together with the rational of
their context

Approach:
• Integration of enterprise and external data into a knowledge graph
• Interpretation of actions based on QADs’ profiles through semantic reasoning over the enterprise KG

Results:
User studies have shown that QADs, and particularly more junior directors, could more efficiently select
actions that better mitigate the risk than the existing approach.

